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Abstract
Shared te)hnology making refers to the pra)t)es, spa)es and events that bear the hope and belief 
that )ollaboratve and open ways of designing, making and modifying te)hnology )an improve our 
ways of living. Shared te)hnology making in the )ontext of the smart )ity reinvigorates exploratons
of the possibility of free, open and )ollaboratve ways of engineering urban spa)es, infrastru)tures 
and publi) life. Open innovaton events and )ivi) ha)king initatves ofen en)ourage members of 
lo)al )ommunites, residents, or )ity administratons to part)ipate so that the problems they fa)e 
and the knowledge they possess )an be leveraged to develop innovatons from the working (and 
failure) of urban everyday life and (non-)expert knowledges. However, the in)orporaton of shared 
te)hnology making into urban )ontexts engender )on)erns around the right to part)ipate in 
shared te)hnology- and )ity-making. This paper addresses this issue by suggestng ways to )onsider
both the neoliberal patterning of shared te)hnology making and the pat)hes and gaps that show 
the future possibility of shared )ity making. It explores the ways in whi)h shared te)hnology 
making are organised using ha)kathons and other ha)king initatves as an example. By providing a 
ha)kathon typology and detailed a))ounts of the experien)es of organisers and part)ipants of 
related events, the paper re)onsiders the neoliberalisaton of shared te)hnology making. It attends
to the multple, entangled and )onfi)tual relatonships that do not follow )orporate logi) for 
)onsidering the possibilites of more open and )ollaboratve ways of te)hnology- and )ity-making.
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Introduction 
Shared te)hnology making refers to the pra)t)es, spa)es and events that foreground )ollaboratve 
and open ways of designing, making and modifying te)hnology for improving ways of living. While 
pra)t)es of sharing tools and knowledge for te)hnology making have their own histories, their 
signif)an)e has grown )onsiderably in re)ent years. A wide range of spa)es and events organised 
in )ites worldwide attra)ts ‘thousands of engineers, programmers, designers, and artstss to 
)ongregate in ‘lo)al )ommunity spa)es su)h as ha)kerspa)es, makerlabs, fablabs, ha)klabs, 
hardware in)ubators, fxer )olle)tves, )oworking spa)es, and so on, to )ollaboratvely produ)e, 
maintain and refgure te)hnologiess (Rosner et al., 2014: 113–4). Further, the members of these 
‘spa)ess and ‘)ommunitess promote the ideal that better worlds )an be )reated through the design
and modif)aton of te)hnology by its users. 
Shared te)hnology making in the )ontext of )ites is instrumental for digital )ommons or )ivi)s 
(Cardullo, 2017; Shelton, forth)oming) in their translaton of free, open and )ollaboratve ways of 
te)hnology making into new possibilites of engineering urban spa)es, infrastru)tures and publi) 
life. Lo)al )ommunites or )ity administratons are en)ouraged by organisers to part)ipate in these 
initatves so that innovatons are developed from the working (and failure) of urban everyday life 
and (non-)expert knowledges. Furthermore, in the re)ent revision of smart urbanism,  ‘)itien-
)entri)s approa)hes are preferred in setng up urban living labs, )ivi) ha)king initatves or 
innovaton distri)ts to engineer so)ially and environmentally sustainable ways of urban living 
(Cardullo and Kit)hin, 2018; Cowley et al., 2017; Evans, 2016; Vanolo, 2016). 
The growing popularity and signif)an)e of shared te)hnology making in the )ity then raise several 
)rit)al questons. How has shared te)hnology making been in)orporated into the )ity?  How has it 
been )hanged and infuen)ed in this pro)ess?  How has the possibility of free, open and 
)ollaboratve engineering of the )ity been exploited or sustained?  How are the rights to shared 
te)hnology been )hallenged or improved?  How do we know, think about and not)e future 
possibilites?   
Addressing these questons, this paper delineates how urban pro)esses and stru)tures shape the 
histori)al and so)ial transformatons of shared te)hnology making and suggests a need to )onsider 
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shared te)hnology making through the lens of neoliberal ‘ruinss (Tsing, 2016). This )ontributes to 
an exploraton of its future possibilites when neoliberal operatons are seemingly in full swing. By 
providing a ha)kathon typology and detailed a))ounts of the experien)es of organisers and 
part)ipants, I pay attenton not only to the neoliberalisaton of shared te)hnology making, but 
more importantly the multple, entangled and )onfi)tual relatonships that produ)e irregular 
pat)hes and gaps in the ruins for us to )onsider the possibilites of open and )ollaboratve ways of 
te)hnology- and )ity-making.  
Urbanisation of shared technology making
Large infrastru)tural proje)ts that engineer ‘smarts, ‘data-drivens and ‘experimentals )ites are ofen
bla)k-boxed due to the expert knowledge, spe)ialist equipment, and the polit)al and fnan)ial 
investments of the state required for su)h proje)ts, despite the )elebratory )laims and visions of 
the )o-produ)ton of the )ites with )itiens (Evans et al., 2016; Marvin et al., 2016). Meanwhile, 
there have been ongoing attempts of developing pra)t)es, spa)es and pra)ttoners to transform 
urban governan)e into one that is transparent, informed by diverse knowledges and perspe)tve 
and led by )itiens. The en)ounters between these )itien-fo)used attempts of )ity making and 
existng so)ial, e)onomi) and governmental stru)tures, however, have led to )omplex pro)esses 
and out)omes. Here, I suggest six pro)esses through whi)h shared te)hnology making is 
in)orporated into the )ity and is fa)ed with global polit)al e)onomy and neoliberal operatons.  
First, there have been so)ial, )ultural and philosophi)al transformatons throughout the history of 
free and open sour)e sofware (F/OSS) and hardware that motvate wider part)ipaton in and 
support for shared te)hnology making. Ha)king for the purposes of building Internet te)hnology 
has long been a shared pra)t)e )omprising globally distributed tasks and labour for establishing 
alternatve e)onomy and governan)e (Powell, 2016; Sdderberg, 2008). In Keltyss a))ount (2008) of 
the )ultural signif)an)e of F/OSS, writng )ode for ensuring free and open a))ess to knowledge is a
making of a re)ursive publi) that provides new so)ial and legal means to )hallenge and ena)t a 
different polit)al e)onomy through )oordinatng people and te)hnology. As Coleman (2013) 
observes, the making of F/OSS )omprises ingenious te)hnology tnkering and also )ontested senses
of polit)s when )ode writng for F/OSS is impli)ated in the li)ensing of intelle)tual property for 
ensuring the freedom of ex)hanging ideas, artefa)ts and knowledge. Similarly, the )entral )on)ern 
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for open sour)e hardware in the )ontext of )ity addresses the queston: ‘What would a )ity look 
like if its infrastru)tures were designed, built, )ertfed, and managed by its residents? s(Corsín 
Jiménei, 2014: 386). Lindtner (2015) also )ontends that maker pra)t)es both oppose passive 
)onsumer )ulture and offer opportunites of engaged )itienship. Maker pra)t)es )an be a)tve 
part)ipaton in te)hnology building that also intervenes in so)ietal issues and market e)onomy. 
Se)ond, there is in)reasing )ommodif)aton of F/OSS beliefs, pra)t)es and pra)ttoners that leads 
to ‘neoliberal )o-optatons in developing smart )ites ((andbergen, 2017: 542). Corporate 
innovaton has in)reasingly looked beyond )ompaniess resear)h and development (RD)) units and 
embra)e the idea of ‘open innovatons that in)orporate the innovaton )apa)ites outside their own
organisatons (Chesbrough, 2006). The ‘polit)al antagonisms in F/OSS has fa)ilitated the ‘)orporate 
espousal that translates F/OSS prin)iples into neoliberal language, market agility, )onsumer )hoi)e,
and an improved bottom lines (Coleman, 2013: 192). Also, for )orporatons, the re-development, 
support and integraton of F/OSS into essental IT infrastru)ture are an effe)tve strategy of )ost 
redu)ton and )apital a))umulaton (Ettlinger, 2017), whi)h sustains the neoliberal )o-optaton of 
the ethi)al values of F/OSS. In)reasingly adopted as a smart )ity strategy, open innovaton pra)t)es
and events have expanded in s)opes and s)ales, ranging from informal ‘meetupss to large 
innovaton )ompettons. At these )ompettons, )ompanies target the knowledge, innovaton and 
)reatve labour abundant in global )ites where a new iteraton of exploitng )rowdsour)ing 
a)tvites o))urs. Evident in ha)kathons, skilled part)ipants provide free labour with little promise 
of employment and small )han)es of winning )ompetton priies, while the volunteerism that 
motvates the part)ipaton only results in ‘myopi) engagements with )ivi) or polit)al issues 
(Gregg, 2015).   
Third, the emphasis on te)hnologi)al innovatons and private interests has led to neoliberal )o-
optaton of open data (Barns, 2016; Bates, 2012). The ethi)al value of te)hnologi)al and legal 
innovatons to ensure open a))ess to knowledge, as seen in early F/OSS, motvates ‘open datas and
other related movements, in)luding open knowledge and open government (Barns, 2016). ‘Open 
datas, the release of publi) and private data in ma)hine-readable format and the li)ensing allowing 
(non-))ommer)ial reuse, are )onsidered a valuable tool for ensuring government transparen)y and 
a))ountability, )ultvatng informed government de)ision-making, and en)ouraging )itien 
engagement in urban issues. Open data also generate e)onomi) values through data reuse for 
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developing innovatons that improve urban servi)es and governan)e (see also Bates, 2013). 
)espite these potentals, )rit)al studies have also warned of the ‘widgetiatons of urban problems
where only issues that interest the )itiens with te)hni)al and data analyt)al )ompeten)es are 
raised and only te)hni)al fxes are sought (Mattern, 2014). At a )ity level, the building of data 
portals and appli)aton programming interfa)es (APIs) has been frequently prioritsed by lo)al 
governments to fa)ilitate )ommer)ial reuse of open data. These transitons inevitably lead to the 
deregulaton of open data through whi)h )orporate interests a)quire greater )ontrol over data 
standards, publi)aton and maintenan)e, as well as favouring proprietary sofware and algorithms 
that impede the reuse of data for )ivi) and so)ietal purposes (Johnson et al., 2017; Lesi)iynski, 
2012). The emphasis on the )ommer)ial reuse of open, publi) data further strengthens 
entrepreneurial and algorithmi) governan)e that la)ks the art)ulaton of the publi) value of data. 
The s)ope and imaginary of )itien engagement are thus redu)ed to what is demonstrable by 
available datasets, quantfable measurements and algorithmi) pro)essing (Barns, 2016; 
Lesi)iynski, 2016). 
Fourth, these te)hnology- and data-making initatves have engendered entrepreneurial )itiens 
and )ivi) paternalism. State and )orporate initatves have started to prioritse ‘peoples and 
)onsider how the sense of being )itiens )an be improved afer smart )ity developments are 
)rit)ised for their la)k of awareness and efforts in providing opportunites of )itien part)ipaton 
(Cardullo and Kit)hin, 2018; Cowley et al., 2017). However, these studies also suggest that, despite 
a )itien-)entri) approa)h, what is engineered tends to be neoliberal )itienship where )itiens )an 
a)tvely generate data, provide feedba)k and submit problem proposals but under the )ontrol of 
the privitsaton of urban infrastru)tures, servi)es, pla)es and issues. Further, in the few instan)es 
where te)hnologi)al innovatons from the perspe)tves of and by )itiens are en)ouraged, they 
engender entrepreneurial )itienship that fore)loses the possibility of te)hnology tnkering for 
so)ietal purposes and deepen the ambiguity and pre)arity of work, life and prototype in the 
development of smart urbanism (Irani, 2015; Perng et al., 2017). 
  
Fifh, there have been )ontnued efforts in pursuing and refe)tng the working and meaning of 
)ivi) ha)king. For the so)ially-minded part)ipants of )ivi) ha)king, the one-off, short-lived and 
ofen ex)lusionary pra)t)es of ha)kathons are questoned (Maalsen and Perng, 2016), whi)h 
e)hoes the )on)erns that these ha)king events fall short of establishing and maintaining ‘re)ursive 
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publi)ss (Lodato and )iSalvo, 2016). Some re)onfguratons of ha)king events are under way, by 
developing sustained engagement with )ommunites, governments and otherwise invisible urban 
issues, as well as fa)ilitatng and leveraging greater governmental and so)ietal support for the 
issues at hand (S)hro)k, 2016). 
Sixth, and )rit)ally, even with the emphasis on opening a))ess for making te)hnology, data and 
knowledge, the sexist behaviours and prejudi)e against female )oderss )ompeten)es are stll 
prevalent in ‘opens initatves and spa)es and thus deter wider and more sustained female 
part)ipaton (Ford and Waj)man, 2017; Nafus, 2012; Terrell et al., 2017). Against the sexist 
pra)t)es and more broadly the mas)uline narratves of innovaton, te)hnology and ha)king, an 
in)reasing range of female-fo)used or -friendly initatves a)ross many global )ites have been 
organised to ha)k the )ulture and ontology of ha)king (Rosner and Fox, 2016). These initatves aim
to develop female )oding subje)tvites and spa)es with a wider diversity remit (Maalsen and 
Perng, 2017; Toupin, 2014), with some further addressing the gender imbalan)e in rural areas 
(Corneliussen and Prøiti, 2016). 
Considering the possibilities of shared technology making in neoliberal 
ruins
As demonstrated above, neoliberal logi) and operatons have in)reasingly played roles in the 
translaton of the so)ial and ethi)al values of F/OSS and open movements for )apital a))umulaton.
Also, the part)ipaton from those who are not white, male and with te)hni)al knowledge and 
expertse )ontnues to be ex)luded in events for shared te)hnology making. Confronted with these 
)on)erns, the queston regarding the extent to whi)h eman)ipatory and empowering shared 
te)hnology making is stll possible be)omes a )hallenging one that requires an analyt)al tool for 
dis)overing hopeful pra)t)es without losing )rit)al insights. 
Tsingss (2016) )on)ept of ‘ruinss provides su)h an opportunity. Capitalist ruins for Tsing are where 
‘[i]ndustrial transformaton turned out to be a bubble of promise followed by lost livelihoods and 
damaged lands)apess (2016: 18). For her, )apitalist ruins are results of ‘salvage a))umulatons 
where the values of the livelihoods outside )apitalism are translated into )ommodites through 
)reatve and generatve pra)t)es to extend )apitalismss rea)h and perpetuate its logi) and )ontrol. 
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Similarly, the ruinaton of shared te)hnology making pro)eeds, as demonstrated above, where 
salvage a))umulaton is at work: where generatve and )reatve translatons of so)ietal and ethi)al 
values of shared te)hnology making are devised by the global polit)al e)onomy to amass )apital in
pla)es where )ontrol has not been established. But following Tsing, the delineatons of ruinaton 
and salvage a))umulaton are only a start be)ause ‘su)h do)uments are not enough. If we end the 
story with de)ay, we abandon all hopes (Tsing, 2016: 18). 
An equally important queston for Tsing )on)erns ‘What emerges in damaged lands)apes, beyond 
the )all of industrial promise and ruin? s (Tsing, 2016: 18). This queston shares similar )on)erns 
with those )ondu)tng )rit)al examinaton of global )apitalism, but with a fo)us on its edge. She is 
)on)erned with the damages infi)ted by global )apitalism on human and non-human lives; but her
theoret)al fo)us on ‘edges aims to produ)e an understanding of livelihoods that are 
heterogeneous, survive at the edge of )apitalist operaton and tell something about both the 
possibilites of living in )apitalist ruins without giving in to their underlying logi). This is a 
)ontnuaton of the exploraton for alternatves but looks for su)h alternatves in more 
un)omfortable pla)es. That is, instead of looking for alternatves that seek to entrely trans)end 
market logi) and entering post)apitalist e)onomi) regimes, Tsing instead explores hopeful 
livelihoods and pra)t)es that are at the edge, simultaneously inside and outside, of )apitalism. 
Tsingss propositon does not sit squarely with others that fo)us on the eradi)aton of 
homogenising, )apitalist operatons and )ontrol for re)laiming the rights to and ownership of 
informatonal, digital or smart )ites. de Lange and de Waal (2013) argue that, to re)laim the 
‘ownerships of te)hnology- and )ity-making, )itiens should be equipped with the ‘rightss and 
s)ope to ‘organiie themselves and take ownership of part)ular issuess vis-a-vis juridi)al )ontrol 
and authority. Also, in the formulaton of the informatonal right to the )ity, Shaw and Graham 
(2017) lay out their )on)erns over the urbanisaton of data and informaton and propose to ‘get rid 
ofs the te)hno-polit)al monopolisaton, as exer)ised by Google, and its )ontrol over how )ites are 
known, experien)ed and governed. A))ordingly, the rights of inhabitants in informatonal )ites as 
Pur)ell (2017: 30–2) proposes have two important )omponents: over)oming the struggles ‘to gain 
a))ess to existng informaton that is being withheld from them, by a power outside of or above 
thems; and ‘autogestoon géoéralisées, the )arrying out of the informaton and )ity produ)ton by 
the inhabitants ‘instead of giving that work over to spe)ialiied experts in State agen)ies, publi) 
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utlites, development )orporatons, and the likes. Con)erned with possible ways of re)laiming 
rights to the )ity and the produ)ton of urbanisaton, Swyngedouw (2011) proposes to urban 
inhabitants and intelle)tuals several possibilites for ending the expansion of )apitalist fantasies, 
desires and a)ts: by transgressing the fantasy of the elite, enun)iatng dissent and refusing to a)t as
preferred, as ways to ‘thiok ... the design of a demo)rat), polemi), equitable, free )ommon 
urbanity (p. 50; original emphasis).  
However, the theoret)al re-orientaton towards looking for possibilites at the edge of global 
polit)al e)onomy is ne)essary, even though the refusal to a)t as the elite prefers is shared. First, 
while )onsidering rights to and ownership of the )ity is important, the polit)s and future 
possibilites of shared te)hnology making emerge from how multple ideals and operatons )ome 
to fo)us on spe)if) issues. Whether pursuing transparen)y or extending market logi), shared 
te)hnology making be)omes where ‘eotaoglemeotsn ofn issuesn aodn actorsn comen ton specifeds be)ause
of the multple ideals, a)tors and insttutons involved and also where the relevan)e to these issues
)onsttutes ‘a polit)al ontology that ... )on)eives of issue spe)if)aton as a wider material, 
te)hni)al, polit)al and so)ial pro)esss (Marres, 2012: 54–5; original emphasis). Crit)ally, these 
entanglements in shared te)hnology making are similar to what Mouffe (2013) terms ‘agonist) 
atta)hmentss in other polit)al spheres whi)h foregrounds )onfi)tual relatonships inherent and 
shaping a world )onsistng of multple ratonalites and their )orresponding polit)al and e)onomi) 
ordering. Considering the possibility of shared te)hnology making then should take into a))ount 
the )onfi)tual interplay between pluralised hegemonies. This would produ)e )areful 
understandings regarding how the multtude of the beliefs and pra)t)es )an generate different 
pra)t)es of te)hnology making, without assuming an illusory unif)aton of polit)al worlds. In 
other words, as well as identfying individual persons or )orporatons that enfor)e a hegemoni) 
order, )onsideratons for the future of shared te)hnology making has to attend to the material, 
te)hni)al, polit)al and so)ial entanglements that might align and )ontest one another.  
Se)ond, shared te)hnology making in the )ity is both variegated, liminal and emergent and thus 
)an embody multple existng and resistng. The ratonalites and pra)t)es that )onfgure shared 
te)hnology making are both variegated and ‘liminals ((andbergen, 2017) in the sense that ea)h 
holds onto its own ideal while being sus)eptble to )hange when in )onta)t with others. In these 
en)ounters, su)h as te)h meetups for )ivi) purposes (Perng and Kit)hin, 2018; (andbergen, 2017), 
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the )o-optaton attempts by the prevailing neoliberal, te)hno)rat) ideology are )ontnuously 
re)onfgured when )onfronted with )ontextual spe)if)ites and )ontngen)ies where multple 
interests, pra)t)es and ratonalites seek to exer)ise greater infuen)e over others. These interplays
following Gabrys (2016) )an be )onsidered as multple existng and resistng. She further suggests 
that the idea of identfying the hegemony to be eradi)ated for ere)tng a substtute or opposing 
one is already a defeat. It is a failing of not re)ognising, experimentng and extending the agental 
efforts that are distributed a)ross diverse tme-spa)e )onfguratons and emerge in multple and 
unexpe)ted ways. A))ordingly, the polit)s in shared te)hnology making runs through all possible 
ways of making and therefore it is ne)essary to programme power relatons, reroutng or 
rearranging them through thorough and )reatve exploratons of other forms of engagements and 
experiments for extending part)ipatory agen)y. It is important then to )onsider possibilites of 
shared te)hnology making by dire)tng our analyt)al fo)us towards pra)t)es of part)ipatory 
agen)y that ‘delimit and enable in part)ular ways but that also unfold, materialiie, or fail in 
unexpe)ted wayss (Gabrys, 2016: 204). 
Finally, examining the neoliberal ruins of shared te)hnology making has an equal emphasis on 
)ontnued, )rit)al examinaton of the global e)onomy and also on expanding the imaginary for 
su)h makingss future. That is, ‘ruinss )an be a )hallenging pla)e to survive, but are not depleted of 
any form of life or possibility. Instead, gaps and pat)hes )an grow in neoliberal ruins that 
demonstrate how multple resistan)e and part)ipatory agen)y might be possible for the future of 
shared te)hnology making. It is important to maintain the efforts of ‘railing at those who put us 
heres and the )hanging forms and pro)esses of neoliberal te)hnology- and )ity-making, however 
without assuming that the sear)h for possibilites in the ruins should lead to ‘harmony or 
)onquests as a result (Tsing, 2016: 3–5). By examining the ruinss edge, it be)omes possible to 
explore the ratonalites and pra)t)es that produ)e irregular pat)hes and gaps, intentonal or not, 
under the homogenising attempts of global polit)al e)onomy. Ruins thus are a messier but 
nonetheless provo)atve and produ)tve )on)ept for )onsidering the possibilites of re)laiming 
so)ial, e)onomi) and te)hnologi)al livelihoods entangled in shared te)hnology and )ity making. 
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Reassembling shared technology making: Hackathons as neoliberal ruins
Ha)kathons are examined here be)ause they embody neoliberal ruinaton of shared te)hnology 
making in its way of translatng the so)ietal and ethi)al values of ha)king into the produ)ton of 
)orporate innovatons (Van Waart et al, 2015), entrepreneurial )itienship (Irani, 2015) and 
pre)arious smart urbanism (Perng et al., 2017).1 Whether ha)kathons epitomise ‘ruinss and if the 
livelihoods of people (ha)kathon part)ipants) are as heavily reliant upon and enmeshed into the 
ruins (ha)kathons) as originally formulated in Tsingss work, are open to debate. But the fo)us on 
ha)kathons offers a )rit)al view of the neoliberal ruinaton in a)ton. It makes expli)it the 
neoliberal )o-optaton of shared te)hnology making, for further dis)erning if multple, emergent 
and )onfi)tual relatons for extending part)ipatory agen)y are possible.
Current understandings of ha)kathons )an be summarised in the typologies in Table 1. Meyer and 
Ermoshina (2013) and Bris)oe and Mulligan (2014) suggest to )ategorise ha)kathons a))ording to 
their fo)uses on te)hni)al developments, spe)if) topi)s and demographi)s, and data reuse, where 
Van Waart et al (2015) also note the business orientaton of ha)kathons where stakeholders, 
part)ipants and lo)al authorites are engaged for future business )on)ept and produ)t 
development. However, existng typologies do not explore the organisaton of ha)kathons where 
multple a)tors and pra)t)es )ould produ)e different effe)ts on shared te)hnology making. 
Tablen 1:n n Existogn hackathoon typology
Ha)kathon main type Sub-type )efnitons and examples
Te)h-)entri)
Single-appli)aton Fo)us on part)ular appli)atons, e.g. a O/FSS proje)t
Appli)aton type Spe)if) platorms, e.g. mobile appli)atons, games
Te)hnology-spe)if) )evelop spe)if) sofware languages or frameworks
Fo)us-)entri)
So)ially-oriented Address so)ial )on)erns, e.g. publi) servi)es
)emographi)-spe)if) Intended for, e.g. women or teenagers
Company-internal For )ompanyss engineering staff, e.g. Fa)ebook
)ata-)entri) Fo)us on using the data provided by organisers
Business-)entri) Fo)us on developing future produ)ts and business 
)on)epts
1 There is also a parallel stream of literature, e.g. )eSilvey D Edensor (2013), that examines urban ruins to refe)t 
market and state power and also the romant) and dark sides of situatng ruins in alternatve tmes and spatalites.
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To address this aspe)t, I )urate an Eventbrite dataset, )omprised of 374 ha)kathons that are mostly
organised for April to June 2017 and use the Eventbrite platorm for event promoton and t)ketng.
The dataset )omplements over 50 in-depth interviews and ethnography of 8 ha)kathons and other 
ha)king initatves )ondu)ted in )ublin (2014-5) and Boston (April, 2016).2 The interviews and 
ethnography of ha)kathons provide detailed dis)ussion and observaton )on)erning the ratonale, 
strategies, experien)es and refe)tons of ha)kathon part)ipaton and organisaton. 
The Eventbrite dataset provides web links to relevant event pages )ontaining details of organisers, 
sponsors, proposed )hallenges for part)ipants to work on, intended part)ipants (and also 
desirable knowledge, skills, experien)es), and rewards for part)ipaton. The details are )aptured 
and )ategorised manually to generate a sense of ‘ha)kathon partss, demonstrated in Figure 1(a), 
where the parts in ea)h )ategory (e.g. organisers) are assembled a))ording to spe)if) ha)kathon 
ratonales and preparatons. Further, Figure 1(b) shows that while predominantly in North Ameri)a 
and West Europe, the rea)h of ha)kathons has expanded into East Europe, Asia and the global 
South, in)luding South Ameri)a and Afri)a. In terms of the part)ipatng organisatons (be they 
private )ompanies, )ivi) organisatons or any other kinds of organisatons), they )an be of 
internatonal or natonal s)ales, asso)iated with different industries and se)tors, or targetng 
diverse so)ietal or te)hnologi)al issues. In the )ase of )orporatons, they )an be multnatonal 
)ompanies in the IT industry, su)h as Mi)rosof and Google, or in other industries heavily 
dependent upon IT infrastru)ture, su)h as Banking (BNP Paribas), tele)ommuni)aton (ATDT), 
fashion (Gu))i) or t)ketng (Ti)ketmaster), as well as other natonal or lo)al ones. Further, there 
are several ways problems )an be identfed and potentally solved, ranging from broad ‘)hallengess
set by event organisers, to spe)if) issues that )ollaboratng organisatons fa)e. In some events, 
there )an be no overar)hing theme and part)ipants )an propose their own problems or proje)ts. 
Similarly, )ivi) organisatons differing in fo)uses and s)ales also part)ipate in ha)kathons as 
organisers or stakeholders. Many of these organisatons have an emphasis on diversity issues in 
te)h )ulture and the se)tor. Ha)kathons are adapted as a strategy for broadening a))ess to 
te)hnology and edu)aton for so)ially disadvantaged groups, most notably women, )hildren and 
teens, and ethni) minorites, instead of as a pla)e for inventon. There are other )ivi) or a)tvist 
groups that re-appropriate ha)kathons as a strategy to respond to emergent, )rit)al issue or to 
2 Methodologi)al )onsideratons for su)h an approa)h are dis)ussed elsewhere. 
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pursue their long-term goals. For example, open knowledge and open data initatves )an use these
events as part of long-term strategy for )reatng transparen)y in governan)e; meanwhile, 
emergent so)ietal issues su)h as refugees or the travel ban in the US )an lead to the organisaton 
of ha)kathons by )ivi) or a)tvist groups targetng at these issues spe)if)ally. 
By observing the Eventbrite dataset, six different ways of assembling ha)kathons )an be identfed, 
whi)h I introdu)e below fo)using on a)tors (organisatons and part)ipants), ratonalites (framing 
of motvatons and a)hievements) and pra)t)es involved (the re)ruitng and rewarding of 
organisatons and part)ipants). 
Figuren 1:n (a)n hackathoon partsn (top)n aodn (b)n geographicn distributoon ofn hackathoosn betweeon Apriln 
aodn Juoen 2017n ion Eveotbriten datasetn (dowo)n (createdn byn author)
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Entrepreneurship machines are fa)ilitated by a ‘ha)kathon industrys that fo)uses on helping 
)ompanies and organisatons in their planning of the events, in)luding the sele)ton of ideas and 
teams that have the potental to further attra)t seed funds and laun)h as a startup )ompany when 
the events )on)lude (see Figure 2). These ha)kathon )onsultan)y )ompanies, e.g. AngelHa)k, are 
involved in preparing multnatonal or lo)al )ompanies in setng up ha)kathons and, in many 
)ases, organise them as a themed series to extend their effe)ts. Apart from advising on the overall 
event theme, stru)ture and )hallenges, ha)kathon )onsultan)y )ompanies also provide guidelines 
for lo)al organisers to follow, part)ularly in terms of se)uring lo)al sponsorships, venues and 
partnerships with other )ompanies.
State economic machines have similar emphases on entrepreneurship and innovaton as 
entrepreneurship ma)hines do. However, e)onomi) state ma)hines deploy strong dis)ourses on 
natonal or regional e)onomi) growth through startup e)onomy and innovaton of smaller s)ales, 
whi)h in turn attra)t publi) and private funding to support them. A))ordingly, sharing similar 
organisatonal )hara)terist)s with entrepreneurship ma)hines, state e)onomi) ma)hines have 
dire)t and indire)t involvement of governmental agen)ies of various levels. Natonal and regional 
e)onomi) development strategies and funds )an also provide fnan)ial support for using 
ha)kathons as a means to grow a startup e)onomy (see Figure 3). Ha)kathon series in Estonia and 
the Balkans are an example where the European Regional )evelopment Fund aids the innovaton 
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and e)onomi) development of the region.3 State e)onomi) ma)hines in ‘post)olonials )ountries, in 
both geopolit)al and so)iote)hni)al terms, are not in)idental. For )ountries and regions su)h as 
Eastern Europe and Afri)a, e)onomy and naton building largely models on the developed, 
formerly )olonising, )ountries and their innovaton and te)hnologi)al advan)ement as signs of 
growth and progress (also in)luding Central and South Ameri)a and India in Figure 1(b)).4
Figuren 2:n Orgaoisiogn eotrepreoeurialn machioes
3 Ha)kathon series organiser, Garage48, and one of their )ollaboratve proje)ts funded by EU, see  
http://garage48.ee/blog/erdf-is-supportng-garage48-hardware-and-arts-in-tartu-for-the-next-three-tmes. 
4 For ha)kathon details, see Prague (http://ha)kprague.)om/), Afri)a (http://www.ha)ks4afri)a.)om/ (Afri)a Rising is
a non-proft organisaton founded by Ndaba D Kweku Mandela at the end of 2009 in order to )ontribute to the 
development of the Afri)an )ontnent), or Fren)h speaking )ountries, or Fran)ophonie 
(http://fn.fran)ophonie.org/index.php/2015/01/14/55h/) 
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Figuren 3:n Orgaoisiogn staten ecooomicn machioes
Open innovaton instruments are events where ha)kathons are thought of and implemented as an
instrument to generate knowledge, ideas and prototypes by leveraging the expertse outside the 
organising )ompanies or organisatons for pursuing innovatons (see Figure 4). These ha)kathons 
ofen involve )ompanies of all siies and multple stakeholders, as well as )alling for part)ipaton 
from those who have te)h, design or business interests and skills. Ha)kathons for open innovaton 
)an be organised by multnatonal )ompanies, whi)h usually are not in the IT industry, but are 
highly reliant on either IT infrastru)ture to operate or IT innovatons to provide new servi)es. They 
)an also have digital engagement plans or strategies in pla)e for exploring and attra)tng new ideas
outside of the )ompanies. Similarly, open innovaton instruments )an be organised as industry 
spe)if) events. Health and medi)ine are among some of the most popular industries that are 
featured by ha)kathons with MIT Ha)king Medi)ine (http://ha)kingmedi)ine.mit.edu/) and 
Ha)king Health (http://ha)kinghealth.)a/) as most prominent examples. 
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Figuren 4:n Orgaoisiogn opeon iooovatoon iostrumeots
Specialist dives are less frequent than other ha)kathons, largely due to the fo)us and organisaton 
of these events (see Figure 5). They are led primarily by )ompanies and only o))asionally 
partnered with other types of organisatons, su)h as te)hnology enthusiast groups or startup 
a))elerator programmes. Also, these ha)kathons have narrower fo)uses whi)h are ofen a result of
the siie and resour)es of the organising )ompanies and also the spe)if) te)hnologi)al fo)us of the 
organising )ompanies. While these events employ similar rhetori) of wel)oming any interested 
part)ipants, there is stll an implied expe)taton that part)ipants would have )ertain levels of 
te)hni)al )ompeten)es and relevant industry knowledge. 
Research and innovaton appropriatons are pra)t)es of show)asing the resear)h and innovaton 
)apa)ity of universites or a)ademi) )ommunites through hostng ha)kathons (see Figure 6). Su)h 
appropriatons )an be organised in several ways. Universites )an be)ome part of an organisaton 
team where they )an inform, if not lead, the preparaton of ha)kathon themes and )hallenges. This
way, ha)kathons effe)t as a stakeholder engagement strategy for resear)h.5 In additon, ha)kathons
)an be in)orporated as part of university digital engagement or )ommer)ialisaton strategies. Some
of these ha)kathons fo)us on developing te)hni)al tools or so)ial events that address so)ial, 
)ultural and urban issues, e.g. biodiversity, gender, programming edu)aton or missing map data. In
5 Ha)king, Eatng, Tra)king (HET; http://www.ha)kingeatngtra)king.org/ha)kathon/) and IME) Ha)kathon 
(http://www.ha)kathon.isid.org/) are examples of su)h appropriatons. 
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additon, university a))elerator programmes or innovaton )entres )an in)lude ha)kathons as part 
of universityss innovaton and )ommer)ialisaton programmes.6 At these events, the )reatvity and 
te)hnology development )apability of students are featured in university-based ha)kathons, most 
notably in North Ameri)a but also in Europe and Australia, as another way of show)asing 
universityss other streams of talents and innovaton )apa)ity.  
Figuren 5:n Orgaoisiogn specialistn dives
Figuren 6:n Orgaoisiogn researchn aodn iooovatoon appropriatoos
6 For example, the Center for Innovaton and Business Creaton at Te)hni)al University of Muni)h in 
innovate.health)are ha)kathon (http://muni)h.innovate.health)are/). 
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Societal appropriatons are events that repurpose ha)kathons to respond to so)ial and polit)al 
issues that have long been developing or )urrently ongoing (see Figure 7). The repurposing has 
been )arried out in various ways, by diverse )ombinatons of organisatons, and taking pla)e lo)ally
or globally. Organisatonally, so)ietal appropriatons involve diverse so)ial enttes as lead or 
)ontributng partners to shape the issues, )hallenges or problems to be fo)used on. This wide 
range of part)ipatng organisatons )an in)lude multnatonal or lo)al )ompanies, non-proft 
organisatons or )harites, or government agen)ies or te)hnology enthusiast organisatons. So)ietal
appropriatons of ha)kathons )an take shape by )ivi) and )ultural organisatons leading the events 
or being approa)hed by te)h )ompanies for the propositon of spe)if) problems that they fa)e and
would beneft from ha)kathon part)ipantss skills to develop ideas or prototypes, if not full 
solutons. Ha)kathons in support of Te)hfugees (https://te)hfugees.)om/), a global network of 
volunteers and lo)al organisers in Jordan and Australia, for example, partnered with te)h and 
startup )ompanies, as well as other )harity, non-proft or non-governmental organisatons 
operatng with the goals of improving the life of refugees and integratng them into hostng 
)ountries to explore the problems that obstru)tng the refugees from settling into the hostng 
)ountries and how te)hnologies might mitgaton these situatons.7 Also, Ha)k4FI (http://ha)k4.f/) 
were )o-organised by Open Knowledge Finland and AvoinGLAM, Finnish bran)h of a global 
network fa)ilitatng )ollaboraton with part)ipatng )ountriess galleries, libraries, ar)hives and 
museums (GLAM) insttutons, whi)h also propose various ‘tra)kss and ‘themess related to 
in)reasing engagement with )ultural heritage.
Meanwhile, )ivi) ha)king organisatons take a )onsiderably different approa)h to ha)king. These 
organisatons, su)h as Code for Ameri)a and Random Ha)ks of Kindness, share a similar belief with 
those involved in organising ha)kathons as open innovaton instruments that te)hnologi)al 
innovatons )an fa)ilitate better provision of )are and servi)es for lo)al )ommunites or members 
of the publi) affe)ted by spe)if) issues. However, )ivi) ha)king organisatons also re)ognise that 
several organisatonal aspe)ts of ha)king have to be )hanged to realise their goal of improving the 
life of people through te)hnologi)al innovatons. Su)h )hange revolves around ‘)ondu)tng 
7 For an Australian example, see https://te)hfugees-adelaide-4948.devpost.)om/? 
ref_)ontent=defaultDref_feature=)hallengeDref_medium=dis)over; https://te)hfugees-au-young-
people.devpost.)om/submissions; or https://te)hfugees.)om/news/melbourne-ha)kathon-)ontnues-the-spirit-of-
te)hfugees-australia/ [A))essed 01/August/17]     
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resear)h with real people to understand who they are, what they need, and how they behaves 
before any design starts and also ‘building the )apa)ity of subje)t matter experts and lo)al 
stakeholders to identfy problems where te)hnology )an help, and to defne and refne those 
problems so that volunteer te)hnologists )an ta)kle thems.8 The )ombining fa)tors of the tme 
required for su)h )hange of pra)t)es to take effe)t and the dis)ontent with limited tme and 
engagement with )ommunites at ha)kathons, )ivi) ha)king organisatons take a longer-term 
approa)h to extend the s)ope of engaging with affe)ted )ommunites. These organisatons also 
further develop methods of engagement so that innovatons are grounded in the )ollaboratve 
exploratons of problems and suitable te)hnologies between part)ipants with professional 
expertse of te)hnology development and with lo)al knowledge and )onne)tons. In pra)t)e, Code 
for Ameri)a (CfA) and Random Ha)ks of Kindness (RHoK), for example, both organise annual events
that both organisatons pla)e emphasis on problem )larif)aton and )apa)ity building for the lead 
team of lo)al brigades. Furthermore, CfA also provides sets of ‘how-tos do)uments outlining 
instru)tons for a wide range of a)tvites, from the inital set up of lo)al brigades to engaging with 
)ommunites. Also, both CfA and RhoK establish their a))elerator programmers so as to sustain the
development and further deployment of prototypes. 
Finally, ha)kathons )an be further repurposed as a means of engagement where te)hni)al 
solutons and prototypes are not the sole purpose of the events. In)reasingly, there are ha)kathons
that are appropriated for enhan)ing the diversity of part)ipaton, e.g. females, ethni) groups, or 
)reatng opportunites of exposure to programming for )hildren.9 Ha)kathons )an be further 
appropriated and be)ome a loose term for events of intense )ollaboraton: lastng only for a short 
period of tme but with spe)ifed problems and goals to a)hieve. This leads to more adaptaton and
some re)ent examples of data res)ue and legal ha)ks responding to the purge of environmental 
data and )ontroversial travel ban in the USA.
8 Quoted from https://www.)odeforameri)a.org/how/'pra)t)es and http://rhok.))/about respe)tvely. 
9 Examples: fo)using on )hildren and teens: https://www.eventbrite.it/e/bigliet-s)rat)h-ha)kathon-)odemoton-
kids-33304804567; https://www.eventbrite.)om/e/)oderdojo-indiana-ha)kathon-t)kets-30491217051; female: 
https://www.eventbrite.)om/e/womens-ha)kathon-)susm-april-22-2017-registraton-32359304551; Ethni) 
groups: https://www.eventbrite.)a/e/bla)k-boys-)ode-spring-2017-ha)kathon-t)kets-32930167016; [A))essed 
01/August/17] 
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Figuren 7:n Orgaoisiogn societaln appropriatoos
Throughout the dis)ussion above, the heavy presen)e of lo)al and multnatonal )orporatons and 
diverse industries )an )ertainly lead to the argument that the business-led, entrepreneurial 
developments of )ites and subje)tvites extend their grip on ha)kathons as an instan)e of shared 
te)hnology and )ity making pro)esses ()atta, 2015; Hollands, 2008). However, they also reveal 
multple forms of ha)kathons (see Figure 8). As detailed in the fgure, the organisatons and 
stakeholders form different allian)es for ha)kathons of disparate e)onomi) or so)ietal purposes, 
and many ha)kathon parts are assembled to strengthen the allian)es, in)luding knowledge, 
expertse, general issues (general ‘)hallengess or spe)if) problems) and part)ipaton rewards. 
Proje)t propositon is a key aspe)t in the pro)ess. It )an be organised in a top-down manner for 
entrepreneurial ma)hines or open innovaton instruments in the form of ‘)hallengess - 
predetermined by part)ipatng )ompanies or government agen)ies for part)ipants to respond. 
Proje)t propositon )an also be bottom-up where part)ipants, usually without te)hni)al 
)ompeten)es, bring their own problems for te)hni)al developers and designers to )reate a 
prototype. Alternatvely, a broad and well-established )on)ern, su)h as )limate )hange, )an be 
adopted as a theme and event organisers then work with other organisatons, ranging from 
governmental agen)ies to NGOs, to identfy spe)if) so)ial or te)hni)al problems to attra)t 
part)ipants to work on. 
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Figuren 8:n Typologyn ofn hackathoon orgaoisatoos
The exploraton of how ha)kathons are assembled also tra)ks the irregular pat)hes and 
unant)ipated gaps emerging in the neoliberal ruins of shared te)hnology making. In Figure 8, the 
elements marked in red are the a)tors, proje)t propositons and so)ietal rewards (in)entves apart 
from )ash or entrepreneurship) that work together to repurpose ha)kathons as an event format 
for produ)ing so)ially desirable out)omes. The assembling of ha)kathon parts in ways not invited 
by neoliberal logi) and operaton thus marks, registers and exer)ises the refusal to perpetuate 
established polit)al e)onomy of te)hnology making. These irregularites thus deserve greater 
attenton for dis)overing how heterogeneous ratonalites and pra)t)es be)ome entangled at the 
edge of neoliberal ruins.
Entangled rationalities 
In this and the next se)ton, I draw on ha)kathon interviews and observatons to dis)uss the 
motvatons, pra)t)es and experien)es of ha)kathon organisers and part)ipants. These 
exploratons are ways of not)ing how the entanglements might re)onfgure neoliberal logi), 
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fantasies and operaton and produ)e meaningful pat)hes and gaps for )onsidering the possibilites 
of shared te)hnology making.   
Passion for innovation and appreciation for appropriate technology
Ha)kathons attra)t part)ipants passionate about te)hnologi)al innovaton, but their motvatons 
and understandings of innovaton do not always align with e)onomi) or entrepreneurial 
developments. For some part)ipants, a ha)kathon is a pla)e to indulge in new tools to )reate 
elaborate te)hnologi)al fun)tons (e.g. new sofware frameworks or libraries for )omplex user 
intera)ton, data manipulaton or visualisaton). A))ordingly, ha)kathonss neoliberal remits to 
develop prototypes for future )ity solutons or business ideas, or part)ipants as entrepreneurs 
(e.g. expanding personal )onta)ts at the event), are paradoxi)ally )ir)ums)ribed by the fas)inaton 
with the te)hnologi)al sublime. Meanwhile, redefnitons of innovaton have be)ome )ru)ial in 
)ivi) ha)kathons to prioritse the development of appropriate te)hnology that is ft for the )ontext 
of use, rather than )hasing the new. Su)h belief is )rit)al for NGOs or ICT for )evelopment proje)ts
that usually have operatons and feld workers based at sites that do not enjoy the infrastru)tural 
stability and reliability (part)ularly ele)tri)ity and Internet) as Western )ountries do. However, the 
availability of su)h belief and appre)iaton is not guaranteed by the market. In the interviews with 
NGO representatves at ha)kathons, they express shared frustraton with professional developers 
and )onsultan)y )ompanies in their failing to grasp the te)hni)al realites that the NGOss feld 
workers struggle with on a daily basis. The failure is set in )ontrast with their surprise at the 
a))urate understanding of the te)hni)al )onstraints in remote sites by some of the ha)kathon 
part)ipants: 
I assume none of those had worked on an NGO but they seemed very qui)k to 
understand the )ontext and imagine it being used and realise that ofine really means 
ofine, it means no power, no mobile, no internet. w we have worked before with 
)orporatons, sofware providers and development houses and they are like, oh yes 
ofine, ofine. But they think you have got 3G or something and just no Wi-Fi. But no, 
sometmes you have nothing and you stll need to do your job (Interviewee H01)
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The appre)iaton for appropriate te)hnology, however, requires a shared understanding and 
)ommitment to preparatory work before ha)kathons. A))ordingly, te)hniques to negotate 
between the te)hnologi)al sublime and the te)hni)al )onstraints in NGO feld sites are developed 
by ha)kathon organisers for preparing problem statements (detailed in next se)ton).   
Staged conviviality and painful ignorance 
In open innovaton ha)kathons, prototypes and business plans are developed in tandem and 
)elebrated as su))essful ‘)o-)reatons where different visions and knowledge are seamlessly 
integrated. Part)ularly for the events organised or heavily sponsored by multnatonal 
)orporatons, these ‘su))esss stories are do)umented, most tellingly, in photo galleries that depi)t 
)onviviality and )ollaboraton (for an example, see Figure 9). However, su)h )onviviality )an be 
staged where the painful ignoran)e as a result of )onfi)tual ratonalites at ha)kathons are 
endured but erased. 
A smart )ity ha)kathon, for example, invited part)ipants and mentors from diverse professional 
ba)kgrounds, both te)hni)al and non-te)hni)al. One of the teams proposed to develop a LE) 
lightng system for )ity-wide deployment. While the intenton to )reate interdis)iplinary dialogues 
and )o-)reaton opportunites was apparent, the differen)es between the ratonalites entrapped 
in the same team were dif)ult to over)ome. The promise of )ost redu)ton from the new lightng 
system preo))upied the proje)t leader, who also developed the business )ase for the proje)t, while
the hardware and sofware developers remained obsessed with the benefts of dire)t behavioural 
)hange as a result of te)hnologi)al innovaton. However, the members with the ba)kground of 
industrial design felt frustrated afer their proposal to )onsider the visions and versions of the 
prototypes from other perspe)tves are ignored. One of the ha)kathon mentors sensed the 
fri)tons and en)ouraged them to )onvin)e other team members to )larify the problems that they 
wanted to address. The disparate ratonalites present in the team led to painful mutual ignoran)e, 
leaving the designers to fnish the model lightng system, the developers to produ)e a barely 
fun)toning LE) lightng prototype, and a proje)t pit)h that had little progress beyond some 
sket)hes about lightng in future )ites.  
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Figuren 9:n Coovivialityn aodn collaboratoon ion opeon iooovatoon hackathoon photon gallery
Engine of innovation and uncertain exploration 
Ha)kathons usually have high dosage of enthusiasm for the instrumental value of innovaton in 
addressing so)ial )hallenges. Following su)h passion, some resear)h and a)ademi) insttutons also
explore if ha)kathons )an be re-appropriated for s)ientf) purposes. In these instan)es, )uriosity 
and un)ertainty better des)ribe the ratonale behind the pursuits, even though the usual 
)elebratory dis)ourses of innovaton for problem-solving are stll adopted. Instead of seeking 
)ommer)ial exploitatons or building entrepreneurship, these events are motvated by the 
un)ertain, open-ended exploratons, a )ontrast to ensuring knowledge generaton in )urrent living 
labs and ‘experimental )itess. Instead, these ha)kathons are merely opportunites of mutual 
exploraton between those who possess the te)hni)al know-hows to build prototypes and those 
exploring how these prototypes might beneft their own work, resear)h or professions. These 
ha)kathons stll retain instrumental ratonality, but also re)ognise the irredu)ibility of un)ertainty 
and wider ‘)ontextuals and so)ietal infuen)es that shape resear)h and innovaton pro)esses. This 
re)ogniton )an be further demonstrated in an interview with the ha)kathon organisers who work 
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at a world leading medi)al resear)h insttuton in Boston and have organised a ha)kathon to 
explore how wearable te)hnologies )an )ontribute to improve eatng behaviours and personal 
health:   
So defnitely there is a lot of )ontextual infuen)e and environmental infuen)e in what 
we eat. It is hard to study that, it is kind of in the spe)trum of the most )omplex part in 
this s)enario, from the individual more into the environment. So we got a glimpse of 
that with those talks and I think the artst also provided a more broader sort of, they 
brought out that )omponent, but it is probably the hardest part to integrate. 
(Interviewee H46)
Neoliberal and technocratic rationality critiqued 
More importantly, ha)kathons, ha)king events and also maker spa)es )an be organised as 
)ritques. Feminist )ritques, pra)t)es and initatves have used ha)kathons, and other events with 
similar formats, to promote the equality of genders, ra)es or )lasses in the part)ipaton in 
te)hnology making. Their )entral )on)ern is the negle)ted viewpoints, experien)es and assumed 
in)apabilites with regards to te)hnology making at all levels, from s)hools and universites to 
professional (Fox et al., 2015; Maalsen and Perng, 2017; Rosner, 2014). Therefore, a key issue for 
them is whether programmer or maker subje)tvites, but not new te)hnologies, )an be developed.
These events and initatves thus foreground the possibility of in)orporatng ‘feminist standpoint 
theory to spe)if)ally engage with user perspe)tves that are lef out of a design regime dominated 
by Western universalism, in)luding perspe)tves from women, )ommunites of )olor, )hildren, low-
resour)e )ontexts, and the Global Souths. Furthermore, when it )omes to ha)kathons, feminist 
)ritques are in)orporated to address the ‘perspe)tves are marginal and ofen overlookeds where 
‘designers need learning experien)es to appre)iate the )on)erns, )onstraints, and opportunites 
afforded by thems (quotes from )sIgnaiio et al., 2016: 2614). 
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Entangled practices 
Entrepreneurial hackathons as symptom of failure and limits of neoliberal fantasies 
Although ‘neo-liberal )o-optaton of the )ommonss and shared te)hnology making seems wide-
spreading ((andbergen, 2017), the growing of entrepreneurial ha)kathons is a symptom of the 
failure of neoliberal fantasies about )ity and te)hnology making. Setng aside those asking for high
entry fees, ha)kathons provide food, entertainment, (some form of te)hni)al or business) training, 
(basi)) a))ommodaton and opportunites to network, with relatve )heap to no )osts for a 
weekend. These attra)t those who feel alienated at work, in)luding dissatsfed with the day-to-day
dutes and not having ownership of the work they produ)e (ofen sofware )ode bound by 
intelle)tual property rights), as well as the unemployed looking for new )onta)ts, va)an)ies and a 
)heap way to get by over the weekend. Furthermore, there is )onsiderable ‘inventvenesss and 
imitaton that take pla)e before, during and afer ha)kathons. Even for ha)kathon novi)es, they 
qui)kly observe and learn te)hniques of part)ipaton, in)luding qui)k prototype development, ad 
ho) proje)t management and proje)t presentaton in an ‘elevator pit)hs style. They then repli)ate 
and improve the te)hniques in subsequent events to in)rease their )ompettveness. Ha)kathon 
part)ipaton thus be)omes work itself for the slim s)ope of se)uring priies, pla)es in in)ubator or 
a))elerator programmes, and eventually venture )apital. These all )ontribute to the pre)arity in 
so)ial and e)onomi) livelihoods of the part)ipants (Perng et al., 2017). Ha)kathon part)ipaton 
thus is a means of survival, not su))ess. 
Some part)ipants would ignore neoliberal )o-optaton when organisers and sponsoring )ompanies
exer)ise too mu)h )ontrol over prototype and proje)t developments. Here, a )lassi)al sense of 
ha)king and ownership of te)hnology )an be rehearsed. Professional programmers )an use their 
own tme to )ondu)t desk or feld resear)h to identfy real problems to work on. These pra)t)es 
be)ome possible be)ause ha)kathons are organised in series and be)ome so)ial events for ‘like-
mindeds people to meet through repeat part)ipaton. The sense of belonging to a ‘ha)kathon 
)ommunitys fosters )olle)tve resistan)e against neoliberal appropriaton of )olle)tve intelligen)e.  
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Organisation practices shaping hacking processes 
Organisers and mentors play )rit)al roles in intervening neoliberal )o-optaton by foregrounding 
)ollaboraton rather than )ompetton and also existng problems but not innovaton, as eventss 
goals. Organisatons in)luding CfA, RHoK and Geeks without Bounds produ)e and )ir)ulate ‘how-tos
and ‘best pra)t)ess do)uments that suggest methods of )ommunity engagement and problem 
defniton. These ‘how-tos and ‘best pra)t)ess are shared publi)ly but also within an ‘epistemi) 
)ommunitys (Haas, 1992) of )ivi) ha)kers so that some possibilites of integratng so)ietal values 
into te)hnologi)al innovaton )an be explored in )ivi) ha)kathons. Some suggestons in)lude 
dis)ouraging te)hnologi)al developments for the enjoyment of part)ipants and promising ‘no big 
priiess for a )ivi) or humanitarian te)h event. These measures )hange the dynami)s within and 
between the teams, fo)using less on )ompetton but more on )ollaboratve engagements among 
the teams, be)ause ‘when itss one big )ash priie, no one talks to other[s]s.10 In additon to event 
dynami)s, te)hnologi)al developments would be dire)ted towards pra)t)al problems rather than 
the te)hnologi)al new as an end goal. As a programmer refe)ted, her experien)es and that of her 
team members at a )ivi) ha)kathon were infuen)ed by the organiserss introdu)ton to the event 
that reminded the purpose of the weekend: 
... when [the organiser] said that at the beginning how this weekend is not the 
weekend to learn how to programme in some new language or use some new 
framework that you have been dying to use. When he said that it was like, yes you are 
totally right, I need to get that out my head and we basi)ally just moved for some 
te)hnology that we knew already. (Interviewee H03)
Corporate practices and resources repurposed
Time, money, venues and te)hni)al skills, su)h as design, proje)t management or programming, 
are all ne)essary resour)es for organisers to programme )ivi) ha)king events and ha)kathons. 
While some initatves have grown their s)ales and are able to provide resour)es by themselves, 
many others re-appropriate )orporate resour)es and pra)t)es. From multnatonal )orporatons to 
)o-working spa)e startups, )ivi) ha)king events and initatves beneft from partnerships with them
10 Quoted from http://gwob.org/ha)kathon-best-pra)t)es/ [A))essed 15/August/17]   
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to provide spa)e and )atering when events are organised. These partnerships )an be formally 
established as undertaking )orporate so)ial responsibility or informally through personal networks,
whi)h )an be long-term or one-off. These partnerships ensure that basi) event organisatonal 
needs are met and )ontribute to sustaining a longer-term development of )ivi) ha)king initatves 
and events. 
Furthermore, )orporate proje)t management and te)hnology design pra)t)es )an be 
appropriated. This appropriaton is important be)ause problem propositon for )ivi) ha)king and 
ha)kathons are tri)ky. If a problem or )hallenge proposed by part)ipatng NGOs are too broad, 
)ivi) ha)kers are lef to their own devi)e to imagine a prototype that is unlikely to work in the 
NGOss day-to-day work )ontext. If a problem is narrowly defned, it )an deter part)ipants from 
joining. A))ordingly, problem propositon is )rit)al in fa)ilitatng proje)t and team formaton 
during ha)kathons by showing to the part)ipants in )on)rete ways how their te)hni)al skills matter
to the problems and what prototypes they are expe)ted to develop. However, NGOs la)k the 
experien)es of proposing te)hni)al spe)if)atons that )an be realist)ally a)hieved within a 
weekend or by a small )ontra)t aferwards. While some organisatons do have that )apa)ity, it is 
)ontngent upon the s)ale of the te)hni)al department and how well the te)hni)al department 
)ommuni)ates and understands the problems fa)ed by feld workers.  
The images in Figure 10 show a ha)kathon preparaton workshop in a)ton where the organiser 
and NGOs used design methods well established in the )orporate se)tor to formulate proje)t ideas 
for ha)kathon part)ipaton. At the workshop, the inital, broad problems that the NGOs sought to 
ta)kle were turned into statements of spe)if) issues that te)hnologies )an address. While this 
pro)ess risks the )ompartmentalisaton of )omplex issues and fxaton on te)hni)al solutons, the 
post-it notes that were made by NGOs and populated the fip-boards stll remind how one problem
)an be experien)ed and manifest differently to various groups of people and pla)es and also the 
importan)e of lo)al engagement with diverse stakeholders, poli)y makers and experts.  
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Figuren 10:n Appropriatogn corporaten practcesn forn formulatogn civicn hackthoon problemn statemeots
Hacking and innovation critiqued
Cru)ially, for ha)king to be)ome a )ritque or an instrument of engagement, event programmes 
have to be )arefully re)onsidered. In the breast pump ha)kathon mentoned above, the organisers 
‘made use of the feminist HCI approa)h in our design pro)ess, namely by in)luding and expli)itly 
valuing as expert knowledge the voi)es and ideas of mothers at every events ()sIgnaiio et al., 
2016: 2614). In pra)t)e, they ‘)onvened around 25 midwives, mothers, la)taton )onsultants, 
publi) health resear)hers, designers and engineers in an open-ended brainstorming session and 
)onversaton about the breast pumps to identfy various so)ial and te)hnologi)al ‘pain pointss 
during or dis)ouraging the use of breast pump, whi)h are then turned into a )all for ideas to the 
publi) for improving the breast pump ()sIgnaiio et al., 2016: 2614–5). Furthermore, the emphasis 
on ‘innovatons, ‘produ)tvitys and ‘fxess in te)h )ulture and industry )an be )ritqued and ‘ha)keds. 
En)ouraging the part)ipaton from women and moms, as well as from those with restri)ted 
a))esses to te)hnology due to ra)es, )lasses or sexualites, these feminist and diversity initatves 
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organise spa)es and events that foreground the value of all kinds of )urious pursuits, experien)es 
(in)luding failures), and the )ontnuous development of )oder and maker subje)tvites (Maalsen 
and Perng, 2017; Rosner and Fox, 2016). 
Finally, ha)kathons )an be a pragmat) instrument for )olle)tve, polit)al a)tons, without 
dis)ursive or te)hnologi)al emphases on )reatvity or innovaton. ‘)ata res)ue ha)kathons is a most
re)ent example where a series of ‘ha)kathonss in different US )ites are organised and where ‘issue 
publi)ss (Marres, 2007) emerge be)ause of their shared )on)ern with the removal of 
environmental data from US Environmental Prote)ton Agen)y. The dis)ontent with the removal 
has led to gatherings that repurpose ha)kathon event stru)ture, of intensive work within a short 
period of tme with a pra)t)al goal, to s)rape and preserve the data that are stll available to be 
ar)hived by alternatve means.    
Conclusion
Shared te)hnology making has be)ome important and valuable urban pra)t)es. It produ)es visions
for )ollaboratve, part)ipatory and in)lusive ways of governing )ites by reinvigoratng the ethi)al 
and so)ietal values of F/OSS and open hardware in urban )ontexts. However, in the pro)ess of 
urbanising shared te)hnology making, su)h pra)t)es en)ounter neoliberal )o-optaton where 
ethi)al and so)ietal values are translated in market terms for )apital a))umulaton. A pressing 
queston arising from the neoliberal )o-optaton then )on)erns the prospe)t and possibility of 
shared te)hnology making.  
The paper draws on Tsingss )on)ept of ruins to examine ha)kathons as a way to spe)ify neoliberal 
ruinaton in a)ton and also explore if shared te)hnology is stll possible. Tra)es of neoliberal 
ruinaton )an be found throughout the exploratons of the different ways ha)kathon parts 
assembled. This )onfrms again the generatve and )reatve )apa)ity of neoliberal logi) in 
implementng the exploitaton of wider so)ietal and ethi)al values. However, the multple existng 
of ha)kathons shows the frst sign that there are entangled ratonalites and pra)t)es emerging 
from the neoliberal ruins of shared te)hnology making. The heterogeneous ratonalites and 
pra)t)es that at tmes adhere to neoliberal and instrumental ratonality but at others )ripple, 
intervene, repurpose, resist or simply fail to )omply with neoliberal fantasies and homogenising 
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operatons. These entangled ratonalites and pra)t)es emerge to queston the per)eived and 
usually silen)ed gender, ra)ial, so)ial, e)onomi) and polit)al subje)tvites and issues in innovaton 
pro)esses and explore means of repurposing )orporate resour)es and pra)t)es to foreground 
these subje)tvites and issues. These entanglements taken together )reate meaningful )ra)ks and 
produ)e irregular pat)hes when neoliberal )ity- and te)hnology-making embodied by ha)kathons 
seek to extend their )ontrol.   
More importantly, the analysis of neoliberal ruins suggests a need to )onsider the possibility of 
shared te)hnology making by paying greater attenton to the )onfi)tual relatonships and 
)ontnuous struggles that the entangled ratonalites and pra)t)es have already produ)ed. The 
attenton to these )onfi)ts and struggles is equally important as )rit)al examinaton of global 
polit)al e)onomy that infuen)es shared te)hnology making. Su)h re-fo)using tells how: (1) future 
possibilites )an build upon the agental effe)ts of those holding and exer)ising values and 
judgements that disagree with and intervene in neoliberal logi) and operatons; (2) strategi) 
allian)es and pragmat) arrangements to involve )orporate and industry a)tors )an provide )ru)ial 
so)ial, te)hnologi)al and fnan)ial means to sustain the agental efforts; and more importantly (3) 
possibilites of future )ity- and te)hnology-making are distributed and do not reside in a 
di)hotomous split between mainstream/alternatve (smart) urbanism or within/beyond global 
e)onomy. Rather, these entanglements show hopes in most destru)ted pla)es for shared 
te)hnology making without )laiming harmony or )onquest as their endgame. Contnuous work 
thus has to take into a))ount the generatve pra)t)es of global polit)al e)onomy in exploitng new 
hopes but also the irregularites and gaps produ)ed by hopeful pra)t)es and the )orresponding 
)ultural, e)onomi) and regulatory interventons to sustain the pat)hes. 
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